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Abstract: - Bandwidth, latency and data security are the three major factors that affect the Quality of Service
(QoS) for any computer network. Different applications running on a network have different requirements of
these three factors, and dealing with all applications types in a similar manner is an inefficient approach. This
paper proposes a routing protocol that recognizes the type of traffic and routes it accordingly to provide the
optimal QoS. Different data types are to be routed through different routes to satisfy the preferred QoS
requirements of these data types. The weights of the network’s links were partitioned in this paper into three
layers to accommodate these three QoS requirements factors.
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private information over the Internet such as VoIP
and video telephony, in addition to their delay
sensitivity, need to be transmitted securely without
been revealed by eves droppers. The current Internet
does not take into account the characteristics
associated to each type of applications to assure an
acceptable QoS [1][4]. This blind view to traffic
leads to a uniform treatment of data traffic and
consequently to a low quality of service. Metrics
used in this paper to characterize applications’ QoS
requirements are the Available Bandwidth, Latency
and Security.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2
will describe the related works proposed to enhance
the QoS in computer networks. In section 3, the
three QoS requirement considered in this paper will
be explained. In section 4, the proposed Three-Layer
Weighted Link Routing Protocol (TLWLRP) will be
explained. In section 5, an OMNeT++ model was
created to simulate a sample optical network with
the new routing protocol. Section 6 is concerned
with the simulation results and their discussions.
Finally, section 7 states some conclusions from this
paper.

1 Introduction
A lot of works have been achieved to enhance the
QoS of computer networks. The massive increase in
the number of Internet users together with the rapid
developments in the range of applications running
over Internet has served as an incentive to encourage
research towards finding an efficient routing
technique. Data traffic on the Internet are not of the
same types since they do not belong to a single
application type. These different traffic types have
different quality requirements and need to be dealt
with differently. Some of the traffic over the Internet
requires more bandwidth than others, whereas some
other applications need less end-to-end delay
(Latency). Furthermore, there are some other data
that need to be dealt with most securely. For
instance, phone-to-phone delay needs to be no more
that 150 milliseconds to allow a comprehensible
phone communications [1][2]. Non real time
applications like web browsing and email are less
delay sensitive, but loss sensitive instead, therefore
the Internet operator should allocate a sufficient
bandwidth for them, otherwise when there is
network congestion they may be shed. When optical
cable was first produced, it was considered to be
immune against espionage. It has since been proven
that it is not only

2 Related Works
possible to be insecure, but also, it could be simpler
to tap than other predecessor technologies [3]. Some
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Research in the last decades focused on two issues
of computer networking, namely, the QoS and the
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security, dealing with them as two separate issues.
Most of these works was achieved on Mobile Adhoc Networks (MANETs). In [5], three QoS
requirements were considered to propose an
enhanced QoS routing protocol for MANETs. These
three requirements are bandwidth, latency and node
lifetime. In addition to the fact that this protocol was
proposed for MANETs whereas our proposal applies
for optical networks, the last QoS requirement is
more related to wireless Ad-hoc networks because
they do not have a fixed infrastructure. In such
networks, at any certain time, a node failure may
occur since it is determined by the minimum battery
lifetime of the node.
In [6], a system was presented to secure data
over wireless Ad-hoc network as well. Elliptic curve
cryptography was used to protect the privacy of
information between the communicating nodes. It
uses the idea of clustering to increase the system
reliability. A limitation with [6] is that it considers
only one QoS requirement, which is the security,
ignoring other parameters.
Several research have been made on QoS
routing for optical networks [7][8][9]. These
researches have two drawbacks. First, they did not
consider the security as a factor that affects the QoS,
whereas in our paper we considered security as a
third crucial parameter that evaluates the QoS in
addition to bandwidth and delay. Secondly, they
have treated each QoS requirement separately as an
independent parameter, whereas some applications
over the Internet need a mix of certain amounts of
the different requirements. For instance, VoIP
communications need both high levels of latency
and security, and an acceptable amount of
bandwidth. On demand media can accept a lower
level of security but high levels of bandwidth and
latency.
In most papers, security was dealt with
separately, apart from being a QoS parameter,
whereas other papers which are interested in security
have no concern of the QoS and vice versa. An
innovative way of protecting optical links from
being tapped was proposed in [3]. Oyster optics’
technologies attach a pair of secure oyster
transceiver cards to every secure channel as shown
in Fig.1 below.
This innovative idea for securing optical
channels will be used in this paper to introduce the
security as a new QoS parameter to our proposed
QoS routing protocol.
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Fig.1: Using Oyster Transceivers for Securing
Optical Channel

3. QoS Requirements
Internet nowadays offers a wide range of services,
such as web browsing, email, on demand audios and
videos and other services. The main motivation
behind the next generation research is to control the
quality of services being offered to the users, and the
range of these services. The current Internet uses the
best effort protocol in dealing with all information
types transmitted on it. In best effort technique, only
one route is allocated for each source-destination
pair, where all the traffic directed to the same
destination is sent through the same path regardless
of the traffic type. Therefore, it provides the same
level of quality to all application types transmitted
on it.
Three QoS factors were considered in this paper

3.1 Bandwidth
In best effort protocol, there is just one path to
follow for each destination [4]. In the case that a link
is congested, the information will be dropped
negatively affecting the QoS. The network in this
protocol never guarantees that all the sent data will
be received without loss as shown in Fig.2. In this
paper, the required bandwidth for the data flow
belonging to a particular application is estimated
first, the available bandwidth of the paths leading to
the destination is checked, and then the data will be
transmitted across that path in which this data fit.
Applications differ in terms of the bandwidth
they require. For instance, P2P file sharing is the
most bandwidth consuming application, therefore,
any shortfall in the channel’s bandwidth will lead to
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Queuing delay is the time required for a packet to
be processed (processing time) in the node’s buffer
and sent when the transmission channel is ready. It
is directly proportional to buffer size. When the
packet arrival rate at a particular optical router
exceeds the buffer’s packet transmission rate, the
packets will be accumulated in the buffer, and when
the buffer fills, the surplus packets will be dropped.
If the packet arrival rate of a particular queue is
more than its packet departure rate, the packet loss
rate will be unpredictable and will sharply increase.
Consequently, a feedback could be sent to the
sending entity to regulate its transmission rate.
However, a queuing delay and a processing delay
are also required at each hop, therefore, reducing the
number of hops will reduce the total time consumed
due to traffic queuing and processing.
In optical networks, it is currently technologically
infeasible to have an optical cache that keeps a store
of the high bandwidth traffic transmitted on the
optical cables. To solve this problem, the optical
data should be first converted to electronic form,
queued in an electronic buffer, processed
electronically in that queue, and then converted back
to its optical form. This can be performed by
Optical-Electronic-Optical converters.

a data loss. If the congestions of links are not taken
into account, much of information will be lost. Note
that the available bandwidth of a link is changing
with the link’s load. Therefore, our routing protocol
checks the statistics of the links every time traffic is
to be sent, and it chooses the available least
congested path to transmit those applications with
high bandwidth sensitivity to avoid data losses. This
selection of the least congested routes will
contribute to balance the load over the different
networks’ links. Packets lost en-route will either be
retransmitted as it is the case in the TCP
applications, or ignored possibly resulting in an
impaired quality of the application output as in the
case of UDP applications. In the first case
retransmitting the lost data will increase congestion
in the network and cost more delay for the
application, and in the second case, the data will be
lost at the application, therefore in both cases this
will result in a lower QoS.

3.3 Security
Data security is one of the most significant QoS
factors. Although the Internet represents a
completely insecure media for exchanging
information, some private information needs to be
transmitted on the Internet. This information needs
to be transmitted securely without being revealed or
attacked by intruders. Using cryptography is one of
the methods used to protect the privacy of
information, where data is converted into an
unconceivable form. The original data is called plain
text, and the encrypted data is called cipher text.
Only the authorised user at the destination will be
able to decrypt the message. Cryptography is an
efficient way of protecting data from unauthorized
access to these data, but it still has its own
drawbacks. One drawback is that its protocols run in
the presentation layer of OSI model, or below the
high level application protocols and above the
TCP/IP layer in TCP/IP model. That means that it

Fig.2: A Network with Best Effort Protocol

3.2 Delay
The end-to-end delay is another crucial requirement
that affects the QoS [10]. In general, real time
applications usually need a special care in that
requirement, because some applications cannot
tolerate long delays and need to be dealt with as a
delay sensitive application. The end-to-end delay
between any two communicating parties is
composed of four sub-delays: queuing delay,
processing delay, transmission delay and
propagation delay. In the optical networks which is
the case considered in our paper, the speed of data
transmission and propagation is so high that these
delays can be neglected.
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will leave all the underlying layers insecure. So it
does not work to protect data in the physical layer,
where intruders still have the opportunity to extract
data by tapping the cable connecting the
communicating entities.
Another problem with cryptography is that it is
depending on a mathematically solvable algorithm,
with one secret key. There is no real existence of
what is so called unbreakable cryptographic scheme,
since by using the new technologies, fast processors
and brute force algorithms, the secret key can be
derived [11]. However, cryptography has a small
usability rate due to the difficulties in
implementation and maintaining and the high cost
associated with using it [12].
In optical networks there are a lot of techniques
used by intruders to tap the optical cable. All of
these tapping techniques fall into one of these
optical tapping categories:

-a-

-b-

A- Splicing: This tapping method is done by splicing
the optical cable between the two communicating
parties, and inserting an sensor between the two
splices, this sensor allows the two communicating
parties to exchange information, but sends this
information to a third party (intruder) as well.
B- Splitter and Coupler: In this method no splicing is
necessary. The cable is either bent to allow a small
amount of the light to escape from the optical cable
to be captured by photo-detector equipment as
shown in Fig.3-a, or a clamp with an optical
detectors is placed somewhere on the cable to detect
the information as in Fig3-b. Receiving just 1%
from the light of signal in the cable will be enough
to detect the information transmitted on that link.
C- Non-touching tapping: In this method no
interference with the optical cable is required,
because this method depends on capturing the small
amount of light naturally radiated from the cable.

Fig.3: Optical Tapping Using Splitter and Coupler
Method
Oyster Optics technology uses a patented method of
secure phase modulation to securing data over the
optical link. This security technique is fully
explained in [3].
Two application types, namely, VoIP and video
communications, were assigned high security
sensitivity in this paper, and ten links in our optical
network were secured using Oyster Optics
technology to supply the network with secure routes
for the transmission of these private data.

4 Three-Layer Weighted Link Routing
Protocol (TLWLRP)
This paper suggests breaking the link weight into
three sub weights (layers), namely, the available
bandwidth, the latency, and the security. Each
packet over the network has TOS (Type Of Service)
bits in its header to define the class of traffic. Each
application has three coefficients (k1, k2, k3), one to
reflect the importance of each of the QoS
requirements to this application type. The sum of
these coefficients equals 1. For instance, interactive
gaming traffic is a very small bandwidth consuming
application; therefore, the bandwidth is not of real
importance since just a little amount of it will be

Since cryptography does not work in the
physical layer as mentioned before, it is infeasible to
use it in protecting the optical cables tapping. As an
alternative, Oyster Optics technology can be used to
supply some of the network’s links with a high level
of security at the physical layer.
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sufficient, so k1 is set to the value of 30%. On the
other hand, this application type is very delay
sensitive, therefore, traffic due to this type need to
be routed as fast as possible [9], k2=70%. Security
is not of real importance for this class of traffic,
k3=0%. The resultant link weight, which will be
used to choose the optimal path to the destination
according to these QoS requirements, will be
calculated using equation (1) below.
Total Load = (k1 × Available Bandwidth)
+ (k2 × End-to-End Delay)
+ (k3 × Security)

Using TLWLRP means that applications between
the same source and destination nodes may take
different routes according to the QoS requirements
of the application and the route characteristics. The
proposed routing protocol offers high reliability in
cases of nodes or cable failure. This is because the
protocol will automatically choose the alternative
second optimal route to deliver the traffic.

(1)

4.1 Applications and QoS Requirements
Different applications have dissimilar QoS
requirements. Nine application types were
considered in this paper. These application types
cover all types of possible applications used on the
Internet nowadays [14][15]. These applications are:
web browsing, streaming audio, streaming video,
IPTV, VoIP, video communication, interactive
gaming, P2P file sharing and miscellaneous uploads
and download.
However, the applications on the current
Internet are categorized into two main categories:

The weighted Djikstra routing algorithm, with some
changes to accommodate these three-layer sub
weights, was used in this paper in an OMNeT++
simulation platform to select the desired routes to
the different destinations.
Note that the available bandwidth is calculated using
equation (2) below [13].
 



 _   


(2)

Where  is the available bandwidth of the optical
A- Asymmetric Applications:
link. As the name of our proposed protocol implies,
Those applications, which do not request equal
the available bandwidth is to be adapted and updated
resource consumptions on the both end-point hosts,
with time to give the protocol a clear image of how
are termed as asymmetric applications.
the link is utilized.
B- Symmetric Applications:
The network layer is responsible of the routing
The applications under this category request the
protocols; therefore, our TLWLRP function should
same amount of resource consumptions on the both
be placed at that layer as shown in Fig.4 below. A
end point hosts.
signaling system is used supply TLWLRP with QoS
According to this classification, each of our
requirements of the different applications from the
applications used in this paper falls into one of the
application layer, and link utilization information
following classes: Non Real Time and Asymmetric,
from the physical layer.
Real Time and Asymmetric, Real Time and
Synchronous.
App

Transport Layer
Network
Layer

4.1.1 Non Real Time and Asymmetric
This class includes those applications, which do not
have any demanding delay and loss QoS
requirements. The best way to deal with these
applications is by using the first-come, first-served
technique, or what is well known as best effort
protocol. Examples of these applications are:

K1, k2, k3

App

TLWLRP

Data Link Layer

Link status

App

- Web browsing
- Miscellaneous uploads and downloads.
- Streaming Audio and video applications.
-P2P file Sharing.

Physical Layer
Fig.4: Internet Layered System with TLWLRP
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Notice that all the non real time applications are
asymmetric. This is because in the non real time
applications, a client requests services from a server.

change the entire optical communication
infrastructure in order to get all the data transmitted
over the network secured, this will be a costly
process. In addition, some applications do not need
their traffics to be secured. The best solution is to
replace the transceivers of some optical links by
secure Oyster transceiver cards in order to create
some secure paths across the already existing optical
network as shown in Fig.1. Our proposed routing
protocol was employed to route the securitysensitive data through these secure paths. Oyster
Optics security technology is thoroughly explained
in [3].

4.1.2 Real Time and Asymmetric
Those applications with real time requirements need
an acceptable latency since they use real time
protocols e.g. UDP and do not have time to invoke
an Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) protocol.
Security is not an important QoS requirement for
these applications because the nature of the traffic
being communicated is not private. Interactive
gaming falls in this class.

4.1.3 Real Time and Synchronous
Some applications request stringent QoS
requirements. Applications in this class are
considered bandwidth insensitive since they require
very little amount bandwidth, latency sensitive and
security sensitive. Examples of the application in
this class are:
-VoIP.
- Video Communications.
The values of factors K1, K2 and K3 in Table 1
were derived from the QoS requirements statistics
for the different applications in [1] and [14].

5

System Simulation

The optical network shown in Fig.5 was simulated
using OMNeT++ simulator to investigate the QoS
improvements gained using our proposed routing
protocol. Nineteen nodes were interconnected
through both secure and unsecure optical links. Each
node represents a Regional Area Network (RAN)
with 10000 users. Ten links were secured using the
Oyster Optics technology mentioned in section 4.2.
X1

Table 1: QoS Requirements Weightings for the
Different Applications
Application
Web Browsing
Streaming Audio
Streaming Video
IPTV
VoIP
Video Communications
Interactive Gaming
P2P File Sharing
Misc. Up/Download

K1
0.75
0.40
0.50
0.30
0.10
0.05
0.10
0.90
0.50

K2
0.25
0.60
0.50
0.70
0.45
0.47
0.90
0.10
0.50

X2

X14
X15

K3
0
0
0
0
0.45
0.48
0
0
0

X13

X3
X16

X12

X4
X17

X11

X5
X18

X10

X6
X19

4.2 Securing Channels on Optical Networks
Oyster Optics, Inc. has patented a way for securing
data over optical networks in an encryption-free
manner [3]. Since this security operation takes place
in the physical layer, all the upper layers will be
protected as well. One of the major benefits of this
security technique is its possibility to be applied to
the already existing infrastructure. It is infeasible to
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X9

X7
X8

Unsecure Link
Secure Link

Fig.5: Optical Network with Secure and Unsecure
Links
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Table 2. User Behavior Statistics
The nine application types in Table 1 were applied
to the network. In order to easily investigate the
feasibility of our proposed routing protocol, and to
clarify the behaviour of the proposed routing
technique against different QoS requirements, the
traffic over the network links due to three
application types were focused on and analysed.
These three applications are: P2P file sharing,
interactive gaming and video communication.
These three applications were chosen because P2P
has (0.9, 0.1, 0) QoS requirements as shown in
Table 1, therefore, it is extremely bandwidth
sensitive. Consequently, it can be analysed to prove
the efficiency of bandwidth selectivity in our
proposed scheme. Interactive gaming (0.1, 0.9, 0) on
the other hand is a very delay sensitive application,
and was analysed to show the delay latency
selectivity. Finally, video communication (0.05,
0.47, 0.48) was used to test the security selectivity
of TLWLRP. Traffics between any sourcedestination pair at busy time is computed using
equation (3).
    







"



!

6 Results
To investigate the feasibility of our new routing
protocol clearly, three application types, namely,
P2P file sharing, interactive gaming and video
communications, were put under the focus, and the
traffics due to them were calculated on the different
networks’ links. The QoS requirements patterns for
these application types are (0.9, 0.1, 0), (0.1, 0.9, 0)
and (0.05, 0.47, 0.48). Mainly, four benefits were
gained from our proposed routing protocol:
releasing more bandwidth from the congested links
to avoid data loss when the amount of traffic
exceeds the channel capacity, reducing the end to
end delay for the delay sensitive applications,
securing the private data over the network and links’
load balancing.

3

Where:
 : Traffic flow directed from A to B.
 : Bandwidth required for an application type.
(Per User Busy Hour Rate).


:

Number of users of node A.



:

Number of users of node B.



!:

Total number of network’s users.

6.1 Bandwidth Gain
Fig.6 shows that the rate of increase in the used
bandwidth of the link (link utilization) due to P2P
file sharing decreases with the increase of the total
network load rate corresponding to that application
type to allow spreading load over the other links
leading to an improved links’ utilisations. The
available bandwidth is a vital factor in choosing the
optimal route for this application type. This
enhances the links’ utilisations because the traffics
select the route with the most available bandwidth
and avoid the congested ones.

The required bandwidth for each application type is
taken from [14] as shown in Table [2].
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Fig.8: Number of Hops Required For The Various
Applications To Transmit From X1 to X8

Fig.6: Link x3-x17 Utilisation Due To P2P File
Sharing

Fig.8 shows the number of hops required for the
different applications in our application mix to
transmit from X1 to X8. The diagonal routes (x1-x3x17-x6-x8) and (x1-x13-x17-x10-x8) represent the
available minimum number of hops routes from X1
to X8 with four hops. Therefore, interactive gaming,
IPTV, streaming audio, streaming video and
miscellaneous up/downloads follow these routs
since they all have relatively high delay sensitivity.
On the other hand, P2P file sharing and web
browsing are bandwidth sensitive applications, thus
they select those routes of the highest available
bandwidth, i.e., they avoid the congested links
which were allocated for the five delay sensitive
applications even if they are the shortest path routes.
The two remaining application types, VoIP and
video communications are security and delay
sensitive applications. Consequently they look for
minimum delay and maximum security available
routes to send their traffics through. Even though
these applications tolerate one more hop than the
minimum number of hops but that would be at the
expense of increasing the path’s security as shown
in Fig.10.

6.2 Delay Gain
The traffics over the various network’s links due to
interactive gaming (0.1, 0.9, 0) are shown in Fig.7.
This type of traffic prefers those routes with the
minimum end to end delay. Since our network is
optical, the link speed is very high and we assume
that the propagation time is negligible. The OpticalElectronic-Optical (O-E-O) conversions are the most
time consuming operations. Since one O-E-O
conversion is required for each hop, the optimal
route to be chosen is that of the minimum number of
hops. Most of the high bars in Fig.7 represent the
load over the sloping (diagonal) links in Fig.5
because these links serve to decrease the number of
the required hops to their destinations. Therefore,
these routes will be loaded more than the others with
this QoS requirements pattern.

6.3

Fig.7: Load Rates Over The Various Links Due To
Interactive Gaming

E-ISSN: 2224-2864

Security Gain

Fig.9 below shows the traffics over the links due to
VoIP. From this figure, it is clear that the secure
links (red links in Fig.5) are the most congested
links because the traffics due to this type of
application is security sensitive, thus it prefers
transmitting data over the secure links.
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Fig.11: Load Rates over the Various Links due to
P2P File Sharing

Fig.9: Load Rates over the Various Links due to
VoIP

6.5

From Fig.10 note that VoIP and video
communication were completely secured to a
percentage of 100% by transmitting through the
routs (X1-X15-X4-X18-X19-X8) and (X1-X15X12-X18-X19-X8), whereas web browsing and P2P
file sharing were partially secured to 60% that is not
because we need them to be secured, but because
their routes are through some secure links to avoid
the congestion of the other links since they have a
relatively high bandwidth sensitivity.

Two conventional routing protocols were selected
here to compare our proposed routing with them.
These protocols are: Latency-Aware Routing
Protocol and Congestion Aware Routing Protocol.
6.5.1 Latency-Aware Routing Protocol
In latency-aware routing, the end to end delays for
all traffics types are minimised, where it is clear
from Fig.12 that the number of hops from X1 to X8
was minimised to only four hops regardless how
sensitive this information is to delay, but on the
other hand, it does not differentiate among the
different traffic types. This creates congestions over
the fast delivery routes (diagonal links) as is shown
in Fig.13 below, where it is clear that the load is not
fairly distributed over the networks links and the
network’s links are inefficiently utilised. This
routing technique conventionally offers no
bandwidth QoS, and no 0% security for all
information since no links were secured in this
conventional type of this routing technique.

Fig.10: Security Percentages of Different
Applications for the Traffics from X1 To X8

6.4

Comparison with Other Routing
Protocols

Load Balancing

Bandwidth sensitive applications will also contribute
to improve the link utilization efficiency as a
consequence of balancing load rates over the
different links. Fig.11 clarifies how the P2P File
Sharing load rate is balanced over the various links.
Fig.12: Number of Hops Required for the Various
Applications to Transmit from X1 to X8 in LatencyAware Routing
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These results show that our proposed routing
technique outperforms other routing protocols since
it differentiates among the different traffic types,
utilizes all the bandwidth, whilst meeting the desired
latency and security QoS requirements by making
suitable routing decisions.

Fig.13: Total Load Rates on the Various Links in
Latency-Aware Routing

7

Conclusion

This paper proposes a novel routing protocol for
improving the QoS in optical computer networks.
Three QoS issues have been addressed here, namely:
bandwidth, delay and security. Oyster Optics
security technology was used by inserting some
transceiver cards on some optical links in order to
get them secured.
A mix of nine application types was applied to a
sample optical network with some secure links.
Each of these applications was assigned three factors
k1, k2, and k3 to reflect the significance of available
bandwidth, end-to-end delay, and security issues to
that application. The optical link weight was divided
into three layers to accommodate these three QoS
significance factors.
By keeping a track of the load rate changes on the
different network’s links, this routing protocol is
able to be adaptive, since it would continuously read
and update links’ statuses by using physical layer
sensors to inform TLWLRP in the network layer of
the new links’ statuses. This information together
with the information of QoS requirements from the
application layer is used by TLWLRP to select the
optimal route for each type of traffics.
The results of our simulations shows that the
benefits of this routing technique is that, compared
to more conventional techniques, it releases more
links’ bandwidths, provides more efficient links
utilisation, decreases the end-to-end delay for the
delay sensitive applications, provides secure
transmission for private data, and balances load rates
on the different network’s links. Overall, it clearly
improves the QoS offered by the network.

6.5.2 Congestion-Aware Routing Protocol
This routing technique enhances the links’
efficiencies by balancing the load over them as
shown in Fig.14, but it still does not differentiate
among the traffic types, and does not offer any QoS
other than the congestion avoidance. The achieved
load balance will be on expense of extra end to end
delays for the information as shown in Fig.15.
Again, conventional congestion-aware types offer
0% security level since oyster optics secured links
has not been used with this routing technique.

Fig.14: Number of Hops Required for the Various
Applications to Transmit from X1 to X8 in
Congestion-Aware Routing

Fig.15: Number of Hops Required for the Various
Applications to Transmit from X1 to X8 in
Congestion-Aware Routing
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